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Genetic diversity and structure of 12 populations of
Eryngium alpinum L. were investigated using 63 dominant
amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) and
seven codominant microsatellite (48 alleles) markers.
Within-population diversity estimates obtained with both
markers were not correlated, but the microsatellite-based
fixation index Fis was correlated with both AFLP diversity
indices (number of polymorphic bands and Nei’s expected
heterozygosity). Only AFLP diversity indices increased
with the size of populations, although they did not
significantly differ among them (Kruskall–Wallis test).
The discrepancy between AFLPs and microsatellites may
be explained by a better coverage of the genome with
numerous AFLPs, the higher mutation rates of microsatel-
lites or the absence of significant difference among within-
population diversity estimates. Genetic differentiation was
higher with AFLPs (y¼ 0.40) than with microsatellites
(y¼ 0.23), probably due to the higher polymorphism of

microsatellites. Thus, we considered global qualitative
patterns rather than absolute estimates to compare the
performance of both types of markers. On a large geographic
scale, the Mantel test and multivariate analysis showed that
genetic patterns were more congruent with the spatial
arrangement of populations when inferred from microsatel-
lites than from AFLPs, suggesting higher homoplasy of AFLP
markers. On a small spatial scale, AFLPs managed to
discriminate individuals from neighboring populations
whereas microsatellites did not (multivariate analysis), and
the percentage of individuals correctly assigned to their
population of origin was higher with AFLPs than with
microsatellites. However, dominant AFLPs cannot be used
to study heterozygosity-related topics. Thus, distinct mole-
cular markers should be used depending on the biological
question and the geographical scale investigated.
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Introduction

Biodiversity is composed of an inter- and an intraspecific
component. Diversity assessments have long been
performed by ecologists and were therefore often limited
to species surveys, thus ignoring the intraspecific part of
diversity (Till-Bottraud and Gaudeul, 2002). However,
genetic variation between individuals and/or between
populations is being increasingly investigated in do-
mains such as forensics, management of genetic re-
sources, crop development, evolutionary biology and
conservation biology. Morphological traits and, later,
allozymes and restriction fragment length polymorph-
ism (RFLPs) were the first tools to evaluate diversity and
differentiation. They are now widely replaced by new
techniques that reveal diversity at the DNA level by
using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Among DNA-based markers, amplified fragment
length polymorphism (AFLPs) and microsatellites are
among the most informative. Although often used in the
same scientific context (eg for the assessment of within-

and among-population genetic diversity), AFLPs and
microsatellites present major distinctions. The AFLP
technique (Vos et al, 1995) is based on the selective
amplification of restriction fragments obtained from the
digestion of total genomic DNA. As they do not require
any prior knowledge about the genome, a large number
of markers are easily and quickly available. The resulting
markers are dominant (heterozygotes cannot be distin-
guished from dominant homozygotes) and biallelic (for a
given size, the fragment is either present or absent). On
the other hand, microsatellites consist of tandemly
repeated units of short nucleotide motifs, 1–6bp long,
and they show extensive length variation between
individuals (Jarne and Lagoda, 1996). Unlike AFLPs, they
often require a costly and time-consuming period of
library construction and prescreening before appropriate
primers are designed. This is especially true for plant
species, as microsatellites are five times less abundant in
plants than in mammals (Lagercranz et al, 1993). How-
ever, microsatellites present the advantage of being
codominant andmultiallelic. Thus, two extreme strategies
can be adopted when choosing a molecular technique for
a genetic diversity assessment: (i) sampling numerous
poorly informative markers (AFLPs) or (ii) sampling few
highly informative markers (microsatellites).

Numerous studies considered the problem of data
analysis for AFLP and other dominant markers. These
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studies have described the variance and potential bias of
the diversity and differentiation estimators obtained
from dominant markers, and developed appropriate
statistical procedures for the analysis of such data. They
all showed that dominance and biallelic state of markers
increase the variance of estimators, and, in some cases,
may lead to significant biases (Lynch and Milligan, 1994;
Isabel et al, 1999; Jorde et al, 1999; Krutovskii et al, 1999;
Zhivotovsky, 1999; Krauss, 2000). Moreover, expected
heterozygosity (He) measured by dominant markers is
necessarily bound between 0 and 0.5, reaching a
maximum value when band absence and band presence
have equal frequencies (p¼ 0.5). Finally, different markers
are characterized by different mutation rates: it is
estimated that 10�3–10�4 mutations per locus per
generation occur for microsatellites (Estoup and Angers,
1998; Mariette et al, 2001), whereas the mutation rate for
AFLP is about 10�6/locus/generation (Mariette et al,
2001). As a consequence, absolute values of diversity and
differentiation calculated on data from different types of
markers, especially from dominant and codominant
markers, should not be directly compared. Owing to
the intrinsic differences cited above (different numbers of
alleles and mutation rates), within-population diversity
estimated with microsatellites should be higher than
with AFLPs. On the contrary, because differentiation
indices, such as Fst, are calculated as ratios of among-
over within-population genetic variance (Weir and
Cockerham, 1984), differentiation is expected to be lower
when assessed through microsatellites compared to more
slowly evolving markers (Hedrick, 1999; Balloux et al,
2000). This is a consequence of both the higher number of
alleles of microsatellites and their higher probability of
homoplasy (see Discussion). Thus, instead of comparing
absolute diversity and differentiation values estimated
with different types of markers, only global qualitative
patterns should be compared, such as the ranking of
populations for genetic diversity or differentiation, or the
agreement (or not) of the data with a given biological
model (eg isolation by distance).

Empirical studies describing diversity and differentia-
tion measures obtained from different markers are
abundant in literature, but comparisons between AFLP
and microsatellite markers are still rarely found (re-
viewed in Mariette, 2001). Most comparisons were
undertaken to identify and classify distinct cultivars/
varieties of crop species involved in breeding programs.
The results obtained by these studies were rather
contradictory. Crouch et al (1999), working on Musa
breeding populations, found a poor correlation between
estimates of genetic distance based on random amplified
fragment DNA (RAPDs), AFLPs and microsatellites. In
contrast, Roa et al (2000) reported significant Mantel tests
between AFLP and microsatellite genetic similarities
calculated across seven species of the Manihot genus.
Teulat et al (2000) and Pejic et al (1998) also reported
congruent patterns of genetic distances between Cocos
nucifera populations and maize inbred lines, respectively.
As proposed by Powell et al (1996), the strength of the
correlation between genetic distances calculated from
AFLPs and microsatellites could increase when the
among-taxa genetic divergences themselves increase.
Indeed, they found that RFLP, AFLP, RAPD and
microsatellite genetic similarities were more closely
related when calculated between species of the Glycine

genus than when calculated within species. Adopting
population-based approaches, Mariette et al (2001) –
working on Pinus pinaster (2001) and Quercus sp. (2002a) –
and Maguire et al (2002) – working on Avicennia marina –
found that global differentiation patterns obtained via
AFLP and microsatellite markers were congruent.
Correlations between diversity estimates were low,
except when performed at the regional or subspecific
levels rather than at the population level (Mariette et al,
2001, 2002a). If we also consider RAPDs vs microsatellites
comparisons, Sun et al (1998) reported a significantly
positive correlation between diversity levels obtained
with both markers within Elymus fibrosus populations,
whereas in their study on Pinus contorta, Thomas et al
(1999) found a positive but nonsignificant correlation
(recalculated by Mariette, 2001). Concerning estimates of
population differentiation, Cagigas et al (1999), on Salmo
trutta, and Huang et al (2000), on Haliotis rubra, found
that RAPD and microsatellites were in agreement.

Eryngium alpinum L. is a perennial plant found across
the European Alps. Owing to changes in land use
(disappearance of late hay harvest and extension of early
grazing), this species is declining over its entire
distribution area and is protected throughout Europe
(European Habitat Directive; Wyse Jackson and Akeroyd,
1994). A previous AFLP assessment of genetic diversity
in French populations of E. alpinum (Gaudeul et al, 2000)
showed that within-population diversity was rather high
compared to other AFLP studies. Populations were
highly differentiated between, but also within, Alpine
valleys, and gene flow appeared extremely low. Here, we
report the microsatellite analysis of 12 of the French
populations previously studied with AFLPs (Gaudeul
et al, 2000). Our aims were: (i) to complete our previous
AFLP survey by estimating the within-population fixa-
tion index (Fis) with codominant markers; (ii) to compare
estimates of population diversity and differentiation
obtained via both markers through nonparametric rank
correlations and multivariate analyses; and (iii) to
compare the utility of AFLPs and microsatellites for
assigning individuals to their population of origin.
Assignment tests are increasingly used on codominant
data, either for studying migration patterns among
demes or to detect illegal picking or poaching of
protected species (Manel et al, 2002). Assignment tests
have been previously computed on dominant markers
(Haig et al, 1997; Lougheed et al, 2000), but, to our
knowledge, only one specific program is available yet
(Duchesne and Bernatchez, 2002), which does not allow
for missing data. Thus, we aimed to develop an
appropriate and convenient program to compute assign-
ment tests using dominant markers. The only compar-
ison of codominant and dominant markers on the basis
of their relative assignment power was undertaken
considering six microsatellite markers and 15 RAPDs
(Lougheed et al, 2000). In this case, the authors found
evidence that microsatellites performed better than
RAPDs. However, dominant markers are usually much
more numerous, and we may expect that the loss of
information encountered with AFLP or RAPD markers
as a result of dominance would be balanced by a high
number of polymorphic loci. This was proved on
parentage assignment (Gerber et al, 2000) and in the
estimation of male mating success (Milligan and
McMurray, 1993).
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This kind of empirical, comparative analysis should
provide information on the relative information content
of different markers such as microsatellites and AFLPs,
and should help elucidate effective sampling strategies
in genetic diversity studies using molecular markers.

Materials and methods

Plant material
E. alpinum L. is a diploid (2n¼ 16), herbaceous perennial
with longevity probably greater than 15–20 years (M
Chaud, personal communication). The species can be
found throughout the European Alps (Cherel and
Lavagne, 1982), at altitudes between 1200 and 2100m,
where it grows in open habitats such as hayfields or
avalanche corridors.

The taproot persists over winter whereas the aerial
stems and leaves, measuring 50 cm to 1m high,
disappear each year. Each flowering individual generally
produces one to five stems, each of them bearing one to
five inflorescences. Each inflorescence produces 200–300
small, white flowers, composed of two ovules and five
stamens. Field observations (unpublished data) showed
that E. alpinum is mainly pollinated by opportunistic
insects such as honeybees and bumblebees. Selfing
appears possible, but partial self-incompatibility and/
or early-acting inbreeding depression are suspected
(unpublished data). Mature fruits (schizocarpous dia-
chenes) fall near the mother plant at the end of August.
The dried sepals of these fruits may attach to the fur of
animals and favor secondary dispersal.

Twelve French populations of E. alpinum, chosen to
cover a broad geographic range (Figure 1), were sampled
during the summer of 1998. The population sizes are
widely distributed, ranging from fewer than hundred to
hundreds of thousands individuals. In each population,
leaf material from 24 widespread individuals was
collected, dried in silica gel and stored at room
temperature. In Ecrins and Vanoise, three (EE05, EE06
and EE10) and two (EV01 and EV02) populations,
respectively, were very close (400m to 8 km apart).
Moreover, in five populations (EE05, EE06, EE10, EV02
and EO03), plants were sampled in different parts of the
populations (3, 3, 3, 2 and 2 subpopulations, respec-
tively).

AFLP procedure
The precise AFLP protocol was detailed in Gaudeul et al
(2000). Total genomic DNA was extracted from leaf
material using the ‘DNeasy Plant Mini Kit’ (QIAGEN)
following the manufacturer’s protocol. After digestion
with EcoR1 and Mse1, adaptors were ligated on both
ends of genomic fragments and a two-step selective
amplification was performed. We chose three selective
primer pairs: EcoR1.AGA/Mse1.CAGG, EcoR1.ATC/
Mse1.CTCT and EcoR1.ATC/Mse1.CTCG (only the selec-
tive bases are indicated). Resulting PCR products were
loaded on 5% Long Ranger polyacrylamide gels, and
electrophoresis was run for 6 h on an ABI 377 automated
sequencer (Perkin-Elmer). AFLP patterns were then
visualized with GeneScan Analysiss 3.1 (Applied Bio-
systems), and 63 independent markers were typed as
present or absent.
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Figure 1 Geographic location of the 12 studied populations of E. alpinum L. The inset shows the position of the studied area in France.
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Microsatellite procedure
Samples were genotyped at seven microsatellite loci
described in Gaudeul et al (2002). Microsatellite PCRs
were processed using fluorescent-labeled primers, allow-
ing PCR products to be simultaneously analyzed on an
ABI 377 automated sequencer (Perkin-Elmer). Sub-
sequent analysis was carried out using GeneScan
Analysiss 3.1 and Genotypers 2.0 (Applied Biosystems).

Statistical analysis
The statistical analyses of AFLP data were performed
with the software TFPGA (Miller, 1997) and described in
Gaudeul et al (2000). They are not fully detailed here,
unless additional analyses have been carried out. Unless
otherwise stated, statistical analyses of microsatellite
data were computed using FSTAT version 2.9.3 (Goudet,
1995), applying sequential Bonferroni-type correction
each time multiple tests were involved. For all statistical
tests, we chose a significance level a¼ 0.05.

Independence of markers: For AFLPs, we calculated a
basic similarity index between all pairs of markers on the
overall data (Gaudeul et al, 2000), and we discarded
markers that were more than 95% or less than 5% similar
to another one. For microsatellites, genotypic linkage
disequilibrium was tested for each pair of loci within
each population using the log-likelihood ratio G-statistic.

Within-population genetic diversity: First, in order to
compare the discrimination power of each type of
marker, we looked for identical multilocus genotypes in
each data sets. Then, for AFLP data, we calculated (i) the
number of polymorphic bands and (ii) Nei’s unbiased
expected heterozygosity (Nei, 1987). For microsatellites,
we computed (i) allelic richness (a measure of the
number of alleles independent of sample size; El
Mousadik and Petit, 1996), (ii) expected heterozygosity
(He), and (iii) the fixation index, Fis (Weir and
Cockerham, 1984). The significance of Fis was assessed
by random permutations of alleles in each population at
each locus.

Spearman’s rank correlations (Lehmann and D’Abrera,
1998) were tested between all pairs of diversity indices

and between diversity indices and population size.
Kruskall–Wallis tests (Lehmann and D’Abrera, 1998)
were carried out in order to test for a significant
difference of genetic diversity among populations (based
on interlocus variance). Both analyses were performed
with MINITABs version 12.2.

Genetic differentiation: F-statistics were calculated for
both type of markers, adopting the Weir and Cockerham
procedure (1984). The unbiased Fst estimator, y, was
calculated over all populations, and jackknifing over loci
provided standard deviations. Fst was also estimated
between all pairs of populations and between
subpopulations within a population when possible.
Significance was assessed by performing exact tests of
population differentiation (Raymond and Rousset, 1995).
For AFLP, allelic frequencies were calculated assuming
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium within populations. This
hypothesis was a posteriori justified by null fixation
indices (Fis) estimated from microsatellite data within all
populations.
In order to compare geographic distances and genetic

distances obtained between populations with both
markers, Mantel tests were performed between pairwise
y values estimated from AFLPs and microsatellites, and
between y and geographic distances. We also computed
Mantel tests on AFLP- and microsatellite-based between-
individual distances on the overall sampling design and
within each of the 12 populations (between-individual
distances were calculated with GenAlEx 5.0 and are
defined below). Principal coordinate analyses (PCoA)
were computed on each data set separately, using
GenAlEx 5.0 (Peakall and Smouse, 2001). For a single
locus analysis of a microsatellite marker, with i, j, k and l
representing alleles of the two individuals, the distance
between diploid individuals was defined as d2(ii,ii)¼ 0,
d2(ij,ij)¼ 0, d2(ii,ij)¼ 1, d2(ij,ik)¼ 1, d2(ij,kl)¼ 2, d2(ii,jk)¼ 3
and d2(ii,jj)¼ 4 (for more details, see Peakall et al, 1995).
For the AFLP data set, the calculation of distances
followed the method of Huff et al (1993). The distance
was equivalent to the proportion of band differences
among two DNA profiles: D¼ n(1�2nxy/2n), where 2nxy

is the number of shared bands between the two

Table 1 Within-population diversity indices calculated from microsatellite and AFLP data

Population Approximate size Microsatellite-based estimates AFLP-based estimates

Mean allelic richness over loci Unbiased He Fis % polymorphic markers Nei index

EJ01 1000 2.09 0.244 �0.088 (NS) 52.4 0.206
EB01 750 2.61 0.388 �0.125 (NS) 39.7 0.167
EV01 500 2.96 0.484 �0.028 (NS) 55.6 0.201
EV02 500 2.77 0.460 0.030 (NS) 57.1 0.215
EV04 100 2.75 0.417 �0.106 (NS) 54.0 0.185
EV10 100 3.40 0.471 0.007 (NS) 50.8 0.206
EO03 1000 3.05 0.480 �0.056 (NS) 57.1 0.221
EE02 35 1.94 0.348 �0.193 (NS) 39.7 0.134
EE05 5000 2.59 0.425 0.092 (NS) 65.1 0.234
EE06 750 2.89 0.404 0.107 (NS) 55.6 0.196
EE10 200 000 2.79 0.418 �0.070 (NS) 60.3 0.212
EM01a 100 000 3.30 0.324 0.055 (NS) 65.1 0.221

For each population, the first letter (E) stands for E. alpinum, the second one is the initial of the mountain range where the population was
sampled (‘J’ is for Jura, ‘B’ for Bauges, ‘V’ for Vanoise, ‘O’ for Oisans, ‘E’ for Ecrins and ‘M’ for Mercantour), and the number denotes different
populations from the same range. NS¼nonsignificant.
aWithout microsatellite locus Ealp035.
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individuals x and y, and n equals the total number of
band positions. This distance was not corrected for
sample sizes because they remain roughly constant over
populations (18–24 individuals per population). We first
considered all the populations. Then, we compared the
power of AFLPs and microsatellites for discriminating:
(i) individuals of neighboring populations (EE05, EE06,
EE10 and EV01, EV02) and (ii) individuals of different
subpopulations within a single population (EE05, EE06,
EE10, EV02 and EO03).

Assignment tests: Individuals who were genotyped for
only three microsatellite loci or less were discarded from
each data set in order not to bias the comparison of the
two types of markers. Thus, assignment tests were
carried out on 240 individuals. To analyze
microsatellite data, we adopted the exclusion test of
Cornuet et al (1999) based on the approach developed by
Paetkau et al (1995). This approach implies that
populations are at Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and
that there is no linkage disequilibrium between loci.
Briefly, the method uses the allele frequencies from a
population sample to compute the likelihood that a given
genotype occurs in this population. The significance of
the likelihood value is determined in comparison with a
distribution of likelihoods of 1000 simulated genotypes
for each candidate population. The analysis of AFLP
markers was very similar, but band frequencies, instead
of allele frequencies, were derived in each population. As
a consequence, only the assumption of linkage
equilibrium is required (allowing the generalization to
more than one loci). As our purpose is to estimate the
accuracy provided by AFLPs and microsatellites, we
calculated the percentage of individuals correctly
assigned to their population of origin using each type
of markers. For this, we adopted a leave-one-out method:
each individual was removed from the data set, allele or
band frequencies were recomputed and the individual
was assigned to a population at a 5% significant level as
described above.

In order to determine the optimal number of AFLP
markers needed for assigning individuals to their
population of origin, we performed assignment tests
using a variable number of markers (n¼ 10, 20, 30, 40,
50). In each case, n markers were randomly chosen, used
for assignment, and this process was repeated 100 times.
We computed the mean and the standard deviation of
the percentage of correct assignments over the 100
repetitions, obtaining a mean percentage of correct
assignment for each number of markers. Then, we tested
if these percentages were significantly different using
multiple comparisons of means (pairwise Bonferroni
method; SAS Institute Inc., 1990).

All the assignment tests used in this paper have been
implemented in Cþ þ . The code developed to perform
assignment tests from AFLP data is available upon
request to stephanie.manel@ujf-grenoble.fr.

Results

Within-population genetic diversity
No linkage disequilibrium was detected between micro-
satellite markers. Over all samples and loci, we found a
total of 48 alleles. The number of alleles per locus

spanned from 2 (Ealp245) to 18 (Ealp1349b), with an
average of 6.974.9 (S.D.) alleles per locus. Locus Ealp035
failed to amplify on individuals from EM01, probably
due to mutations and/or indels in the flanking region.
Considering microsatellite allele frequencies, we ob-
served that a lot of alleles (23 out of 48) were present
in only one to three populations, and, conversely, that
alleles that were frequent in most populations were
sometimes absent in others, especially in populations
EE02, EV01 and EM01 (each of them lacks three alleles
observed in at least 10 populations). The same observa-
tion holds for AFLP data, but for different populations:
EJ01 and EM01 exhibited bands that were absent in all
other populations, and EE02 and EV02 lack bands that
were found in all other populations. With AFLP data, we
found three pairs of identical multilocus genotypes; all of
them corresponded to individuals within populations
(one pair in EV10 and two pairs in EV04). With
microsatellite data, one genotype was found five times,
three were found three times and nine were found two
times. In two cases, these identities involved individuals
from two distinct populations (EE02-EO03 and EE05-
EE06).

Rank correlations were significantly positive among
AFLP diversity indices, between AFLP indices and
population size, and between AFLP indices and Fis

calculated from microsatellites (Table 2). All the other
correlations were nonsignificant. Kruskall–Wallis tests
indicated that diversity measures were not significantly
different among populations, neither with AFLP (Nei’s
index, P¼ 0.42) nor with microsatellite data (allelic
richness, P¼ 0.39; unbiased He, P¼ 0.80; fixation index,
P¼ 0.49). Within-population fixation indices, Fis, were
never significantly different from zero (Table 1).

Genetic differentiation
For the 12 populations studied, we obtained
ymicrosat.¼ 0.2370.05. Between all pairs of populations,
ymicrosat. values spanned from 0.005 (between EE05 and
EE06) to 0.48 (between EM01 and EE02; Table 3). Exact
tests of population differentiation were significant in all
cases (0.01oPo0.05) except between close populations
(EE05–EE06–EE10 and EV01–EV02) and between EE02
and EE10 (P40.05). AFLP data lead to an overall
yAFLP¼ 0.4270.04. Between pairs of populations, mean
yAFLP¼ 0.4170.10, with extreme values of yAFLP¼ 0.21
between EE05 and EVO4, and yAFLP¼ 0.63 between EB01
and EE02. Differentiation tests were all highly significant,
even between close populations (all Po0.001 except for
EE06–EE10: 0.001oPo0.01; Gaudeul et al, 2000). When
performed between subpopulations within populations,
differentiation tests were not significant, neither with
microsatellite nor with AFLP data. Mean y values
between pairs of subpopulations were 0.11 with AFLPs
and 0.02 with microsatellites.

Mantel tests revealed that between-population genetic
distances (y) calculated from AFLPs were significantly
correlated with those calculated from microsatellite data
(r¼ 0.50, Po0.001). Both genetic distances were also
correlated with geographic distances between pairs of
populations (rmicrosat.¼ 0.61, Po0.001, and rAFLP¼ 0.28,
P¼ 0.02). On the overall sampling design, between-
individual genetic distances calculated from AFLP and
microsatellite data were significantly correlated
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(Po0.001). However, within populations, the correlation
was significant in only two populations out of 12 (EJ01,
P¼ 0.01; EV02, P¼ 0.01).

PCoA provided visual representations of genetic
proximities between all populations, between close
populations and between subpopulations within- popu-
lation. The variance explained by the first two axes was
always greater for microsatellites than for AFLPs (eg 66
vs 50% when considering all populations). In both cases,
most populations were rather clustered and a few others
seemed more distant (namely EJ01, EB01 and EM01 for
microsatellite data, and EJ01, EM01, EE02 and EV02 for
AFLP data; Figure 2). These populations were also apart
from the others along the third axis of the PCA (not
shown). Populations from the same mountain range
(EE02, EE05, EE06, EE10 from Ecrins, and EV01, EV02,
EV04, EV10 from Vanoise) appeared closer with micro-
satellite than with AFLP data. When considering only

close populations (Figure 3), it is obvious that AFLPs can
differentiate individuals from neighboring populations,
whereas microsatellites do not offer this opportunity.
Indeed, with microsatellites, individuals of distinct
populations were intermingled and no overall pattern
emerged. Last, within populations, neither AFLP nor
microsatellites managed to distinguish individuals from
distinct subpopulations (results not shown).

Assignment tests
Considering the overall data set, 90.8 and 77.1% of
individuals were correctly assigned to their population
of origin with AFLP and with microsatellite data,
respectively. When we restricted the analysis to neigh-
boring populations, the effectiveness of AFLP markers
did not decrease (correct assignments reached 92.7 and
92.9% in Fournel and Pralognan, respectively). In

Table 2 Spearman’s rank correlation between diversity indices and size of populations

Population size Microsatellite-based estimates AFLP-based estimates

Mean allelic richness Unbiased He Fis % polymorphic markers Nei index

Mean allelic richness 0.300 —
0.344

Unbiased He 0.148 �0.158 —
0.646 0.625

Fis 0.433 �0.217 0.28 —
0.160 0.498 0.379

% polym. markers 0.722 0.044 0.039 0.616 —
0.008** 0.892 0.905 0.033*

Nei index 0.677 0.142 0.418 0.656 0.855 —
0.016* 0.659 0.177 0.020* o0.001***

Upper lines: correlation coefficient (r); lower lines: exclusion probability (P). When the correlation is significant, *0.01oPo0.01,
**0.001oPo0.01 and ***Po0.001.

Table 3 Genetic differentiation between all pairs of populations obtained from microsatellite data

EJ01 EB01 EV01 EV02 EV04 EV10 EO03 EE02 EE05 EE06 EE10

EJ01 —

EB01 0.347 —
*

EV01 0.341 0.288 —
* *

EV02 0.384 0.280 0.048 —
* * NS

EV04 0.399 0.283 0.164 0.102 —
* * * *

EV10 0.405 0.163 0.182 0.102 0.127 —
* * * * *

EO03 0.291 0.215 0.114 0.095 0.097 0.090 —
* * * * * *

EE02 0.424 0.387 0.175 0.150 0.232 0.229 0.095 —
* * * * * * *

EE05 0.322 0.275 0.170 0.089 0.143 0.143 0.086 0.126 —
* * * * * * * *

EE06 0.301 0.239 0.200 0.124 0.145 0.144 0.080 0.154 0.005 —
* * * * * * * * NS

EE10 0.324 0.275 0.191 0.117 0.178 0.160 0.096 0.120 0.019 0.007 —
* * * * * * * NS NS NS

EM01 0.322 0.364 0.447 0.467 0.447 0.379 0.333 0.477 0.423 0.403 0.418
* * * * * * * * * * *

The first line contains Fst estimates, the second line indicates the significance levels of exact tests of population differentiation (Raymond and
Rousset, 1995). NS¼nonsignificant, *0.01oPo0.05.
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Figure 2 PCoA computed on the 12 populations, on AFLP and microsatellite data. Percentages of total variance explained by each axis are
noted in brackets.
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contrast, the values obtained with microsatellite data
dropped to 50.9 and 69.0%. The percentage of correct
assignments increased with the number of AFLP
markers when this number was comprised between 10
and 40, but the assignment success was not different
when 40 or 50 markers were considered (89.9 and 90.4%,
respectively; Figure 4). Thus, with our data, 40 AFLP
markers seem to be enough to correctly assign indivi-
duals to their population of origin.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to compare the performance of
two types of molecular markers (microsatellites and
AFLPs) in the assessment of genetic diversity and
differentiation in E. alpinum L.

The ranking of populations based on their diversity
indices was not correlated between AFLP and micro-
satellite data sets, except for the fixation index (Fis),
which was positively linked to the two AFLP indices.
Moreover, as expected from population genetics theory,
we found that AFLP diversity increased significantly
with the size of populations, whereas no such trend was
observed on microsatellite data. Such discrepancies
between different kinds of molecular markers are often
observed in comparative studies (see Introduction and
references therein). They can be explained by: (i) the
number of markers used, (ii) the relative mutation rates
of the different markers, and (iii) the level of population
heterogeneity in diversity levels. First, the small number
of microsatellite loci could be involved. Indeed, seven
markers are probably not enough to provide an exact
view of the whole genome. Using computer simulations,
Mariette et al (2002b) showed that low gene flow induced
high differences in variation levels among loci (referred
to as ‘genomic heterogeneity’), thus making even more
important to consider many loci. In this case, AFLPs, in
spite of their dominance, were more reliable than
microsatellites as soon as they were at least four times
more numerous. Here, differentiation is high, and we
compared patterns obtained with 63 AFLP markers to
those deduced from seven microsatellites. Thus, in this
study, AFLPs are probably better suited for estimating
genetic diversity than a few microsatellites due to their
broader coverage of the genome. Another plausible

explanation for the lack of relationship between popula-
tion size and diversity at microsatellite loci is a much
higher mutation rate at these loci: although diversity is
expected to be related to the product of effective
population size and mutation rate, populations may
approach asymptotic levels of diversity very quickly as a
function of their size. This is due to the saturation of the
markers beyond a certain level of polymorphism, also
called homoplasy. Finally, the differences in levels of
diversity were nonsignificant and the observed ranking
of populations could thus only be generated by the
random variation of diversity, leading to the lack of
correlation between diversity measures calculated from
different markers (Mariette et al, 2002b).
Considering population differentiation, estimates of Fst

were always higher when calculated from AFLP than
from microsatellite data. The number of markers does
not strongly influence these estimates (Mariette, 2001).
As explained before (see Introduction), lower differentia-
tion measures are expected with microsatellites because
they have higher mutation rates and estimates of within-
population genetic diversity. Thus, mutation is not
negligible compared to migration and drift. In addition,
high levels of polymorphism may also lead to significant
homoplasy, further decreasing genetic divergence be-
tween populations. Moreover, Isabel et al (1999) and
Krutovskii et al (1999) demonstrated that the dominance
of AFLP markers leads to an upwardly biased differ-
entiation index, especially when sampling within popu-
lations was low (less than 30 individuals). Here, we
found global differentiation indices of y¼ 0.40 with
AFLPs and y¼ 0.23 with microsatellites. Thus, both data
sets conclude that there is very strong differentiation and
extremely low gene exchange between populations. The
exact Fst value does not matter much: as mutation is
probably high compared to migration, Fst estimates
cannot be used to infer the effective number of migrants
(Nm). Moreover, Mantel tests performed on between-
population genetic distances obtained by both markers
were significant, and PCoA revealed globally congruent
patterns of genetic proximities between populations.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the Mantel test is
much more significant between microsatellite and geo-
graphic distances (Po0.001) than between AFLP and
geographic distances (P¼ 0.02; this test was not sig-
nificant when two distant populations were added,
Gaudeul et al, 2000). Again, this result raises the question
of the homoplasy of molecular markers. Divergence
between identity by state and identity by descent should
be considered because it is an important caveat that may
cause erroneous conclusions with regard to genetic
relationships among populations. Because of their
biallelic character, homoplasy is unavoidable in AFLP
markers: whereas the presence of a band corresponds to
a single DNA sequence, its absence may be due to
several nucleotide changes, which cannot be distin-
guished. Moreover, the homology of comigrating frag-
ments is only very rarely checked when using
fingerprinting techniques such as AFLP (but see Thor-
mann et al, 1994; Rieseberg, 1996; Peakall et al, 1998;
Hurme and Savolainen, 1999). Homoplasy is also very
likely to occur with microsatellite markers, given their
high mutation rates and our lack of understanding of
their mutation processes (Estoup and Angers, 1998). For
both types of markers, homoplasy probably increases
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with genetic divergence between samples, thus preclud-
ing their use at large spatial and temporal scales, or
between taxonomically divergent samples. Here, the
lower correlation between AFLP and geographic dis-
tances suggests higher homoplasy of AFLPs compared to
microsatellites.

Individual genetic distances obtained from AFLPs and
microsatellites were significantly correlated, but this was
only due to the interpopulation comparisons. Indeed,
within populations, Mantel tests between AFLP and
microsatellite distances were no longer significant
(except in two cases out of 12). The observation that
dominant AFLPs and microsatellites can reveal concor-
dant patterns among populations, but not within
populations has been shown for other taxa (Powell et al,
1996; Maguire et al, 2002). This suggests that the two sets
of markers are probably segregating independently, but
that ecologically and evolutionary important groupings
are the same with both sets of markers. If we now
consider the relative patterns observed with AFLP and
microsatellites on an intermediate spatial scale, impor-
tant discrepancies also appear: AFLPs suggested sig-
nificant differentiation between close populations. On
the contrary, microsatellites cannot distinguish them, as
shown by nonsignificant differentiation tests, by multi-
variate analysis (PCoA) where all individuals are
intermingled, and by assignment tests. AFLPs offer the
opportunity for assigning each individual to its popula-
tion of origin with a relatively constant rate over the
range of genetic distance between populations. Micro-
satellites were as effective as AFLPs for assigning
individuals among distant populations, but they were
less efficient on the overall dataset and their rate of
correct assignment radically decreased on a local scale.
This may be associated with the higher polymorphism of
these markers. Previous studies have shown that at the
lowest hierarchical level, microsatellites always dis-
played the lowest values of similarity when compared
to other markers, reflecting their high information
content (Russell et al, 1997, Pejic et al, 1998, Teulat et al,
2000). As a result, they appear less suitable for assigning
individuals on this intermediate spatial scale, but
microsatellites could be more efficient than AFLPs for
investigating within-population structure and are widely
preferred over AFLPs for fine-scale genetic studies (eg
Streiff et al, 1998; Ueno et al, 2000; Bonnin et al, 2001). For
this purpose, their number should, however, be in-
creased in order to reach a higher number of distinct
multilocus genotypes.

Research programs are often limited by technical
problems, sometimes impeding a biological question to
be properly addressed. When available, microsatellites
are usually considered the markers of choice for
investigating genetic structure, while dominant AFLPs
are mostly used when fast and inexpensive surveys are
needed. However, the present study provides informa-
tion on the relative effectiveness of both kinds of markers
in estimating population genetic diversity and structure,
and suggests that the choice between them depends on
the biological question to be addressed. The relative
number of markers provided by each technique should
also be taken into account. If the main purpose is to
evaluate within-population diversity, a high number of
dominant markers appear preferable to a few micro-
satellites, because coverage of the genome will be more

complete. However, high levels of polymorphism and
codominance found in microsatellites make them more
suitable than AFLPs for investigating fine-scale spatial
structure within populations. In E. alpinum, global
patterns of between-population differentiation obtained
with both types of markers were congruent. AFLPs were
more efficient than microsatellites in discriminating
neighboring populations, and in assigning individuals
to their population of origin, but they seem to suffer
higher levels of homoplasy when more divergent
populations are studied.

Of course, the simultaneous use of numerous kinds of
markers (AFLP, microsatellites, allozymes, DNA se-
quences, etc.) will always be very informative, especially
if these markers exhibit various characteristics such as
different mutation rates, different segregation patterns
(eg nuclear vs cytoplasmic markers) or if they are
influenced by distinct evolutionary forces (eg isozymes
are more likely to be under selection than microsatel-
lites). Even if such studies are still rare in the
evolutionary biology literature (but see Ross et al, 1999),
this kind of meta-analysis is being initiated more
frequently and is at the origin of a new research area
called ‘population genomics’ (Hedges, 2000; Black et al,
2001). Owing to recent technical and statistical advances,
it is likely to represent an important step forward for
population biology.
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